FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

YO GOTTI RELEASES NEW SINGLE & MUSIC VIDEO “H.O.E. (HEAVEN ON EARTH)”

NEW ALBUM UNTRAPPED ARRIVES NEXT FRIDAY JANUARY 31, 2020
“PUT A DATE ON IT” FEATURING LIL BABY NOW CERTIFIED PLATINUM
(January 24, 2020 – Los Angeles, CA) – Serving up a hip-hop state of the union for 2020, multiplatinum
Memphis superstar rapper and CMG mogul Yo Gotti unleashes a brand new single and music video
entitled “H.O.E. (Heaven On Earth)” today.
Get it HERE via CMG/Epic Records.
It heralds the release of his anxiously awaited tenth album and one of the most anticipated rap records of the
year, Untrapped, arriving next Friday January 31, 2020.
Marching along on a boisterous horn line and slick beat, Gotti confidently works through quotable bars on the
verses before carrying the instantly catchy chorus, “I’m a hoe, I know I’m a hoe,” with sing-a-long swagger. In
the accompanying music video, he dons his best suit and a red “Make the Hood Great Again” cap. He takes his
place behind the podium and riles up journalists before turning a press briefing into a party and leading a
drumline. It might just be his most “presidential” moment yet.
Watch it HERE.
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In other big news, his 2019 smash “Put A Date On It” [feat. Lil Baby] just scored a platinum certification from
the RIAA. Meanwhile, the video stood out as one of the “most-watched” music videos of the year, cranking out
167 million views.
Get Untrapped with Yo Gotti soon…

Some rappers leave everything on tape like heavyweights in the ring. You can hear the blood, sweat, and tears
in each bar Yo Gotti spits. Nobody hustles harder. Nobody raps tighter. To date, he has landed three
consecutive Top 10 debuts on the Billboard Top 200 with the gold-certified I Am [2013], gold-certified The Art of
Hustle [2016], and I Still Am [2017]. Not to mention, he unleashed two double-platinum smashes “Down in the
DM” and “Rake It Up”[feat. Nicki Minaj] as well as the gold-certified “Law” [feat. E-40], “5 Star,” “Act
Right” [feat. Jeezy & YG], and “I Know” [feat. Rich Homie Quan]. Between sold out tours with the likes of GEazy and Logic as well as an annual sold-out Birthday Bash in Memphis accompanied by everyone from Lil
Wayne to Young Thug, he has performed and appeared on NBC’s The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon,
ABC’s Jimmy Kimmel LIVE!, The Real, and BET. He hits and hustles just as hard in 2020 as he launches his
biggest movement yet.
Be prepared…

